To

ALL AOGEs/AAO BSOs

SUB:- AAC REPORT FOR the year 2018-19


REGD.
No. E/ III/091/AAC.
O/O The Pr.CDA(WC)
Chandigarh
Date :- 13.3.2020

Report regarding AAC-2018-19 for QE 3/2020 (Statement 6A,B,C,D,E,F,& G and Statement 8A &8B) may please be forwarded to this office by 31-3-2020 for necessary action at this end. The report may please be sent through e-mail /Zimbra. Delay in submission will be viewed seriously by the higher authorities.

Please Accord Top Priority.

Sr.A.O.(E)

Copy to:-
To,

The Officer I/C,
EDP, Local.

:- Please upload the above Circular on PCDA(WC) Site.

Sr .A.O.(E)